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The challenges
Growing organisations operations and
emerging business risks leads to an
increase of complexity for critical IT,
infrastructure and third-party
relationships.

Our Solution – Business Continuity Accelerator

The benefits

Deloitte’s Business Continuity Accelerator has been developed using extensive industry experience
underpinned by RSA Archer® GRC Platform This partnership between Deloitte and RSA Archer® can help
elevate business continuity management from a fragmented structure to an integrated platform to drive
collaboration aligned with business objectives.

Benefits from the Business Continuity

Continuous Feedback
Lesson learnt assessment
gathered allows continuous
feedback to refine and improve
existing BCP Plans

Discoordination of BC/DR Teams
Lack of coordination in creation,
approval, maintenance of testing plans
between parties
Segregated Information on IT
Increasing use of different specialised IT
systems causes fragmentation in
information for business processes

Real-time, accurate reporting
and dashboard allows senior
management a one-stop
view of how incidents, crisis
are handled

Rapid Escalation Response

Limited Visibility for Oversight
Lack of coordination and fragmentation
leads to fragmented reporting
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Centralised IT Asset
Catalogue allows granular
scoping and assessment to
increase understanding

Real-Time Reporting

Growing business operations leads to
more hierarchy leading to slower lead
time for incident or escalated reporting

Discoordination of BCM Teams leads to
unclear Role and Responsibilities during
BCP

Maintain consistent and
standardised BCM Policies
aligned to business
objectives and risk appetite

Individual Asset Profile

Inefficient Escalated Reporting

Unclear Role and Responsibilities

Standardised BCM
Objectives

Defined consistent reporting
hierarchy allows rapid
escalation in events of crisis
or incidents

Streamlined BCP Business
Process, Roles and Tasks
Defining business process,
roles, responsibilities and
recovery tasks on a single
common platform ensures
accountability and overall
understanding
Integration Capabilities
Establish communication
with third party tools to
increase value of information
for BCP

Deloitte Industry Expertise

RSA Archer Business Resiliency Management

Deloitte GRC professionals with years
of industry experience and proven
methodologies shall support you in
your GRC journey by transforming your
business continuity management
framework to drive efficiency and
effectiveness

RSA Archer® offers the ability to assess,
monitor, document and test business
continuity plans with a centralised
assets, business processes aligned with
business objectives

Management module are as follows:

Coordination and Communication
Shared information leads to better
coordination of BCM processes
Common IT Asset Catalogue
IT Asset information stored in common
repository enabling common
understanding
Centralised BC/DR Information
BCP Testing and documentation of
BC/DR Plan leads to better coordination
and reduces segmentation of data

Timely Escalation Reporting
Increase efficiency of incident and
escalation reporting due to dedicated
channel available
Clear Role and Responsibilities
Clear standardised and documentation
of role and responsibilities during BCP
Plan
Real-Time Reporting
Real time reporting leading to better
BCM oversight including post crisis
event information
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RSA Archer Close Up – Business Continuity Management
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For more information, please contact:

Philip Chong

Annie Lim

Executive Director, Risk Advisory
pchong@deloitte.com

Director, Risk Advisory
anlim@deloitte.com
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